INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PROVISIONALLY SELECTED M.S./Ph.D. CANDIDATES

1. The selection will be confirmed subject to the verification of the certificates.

2. The following documents should be scanned and uploaded (Self-attested photocopy) in the Institute web portal from 18-01-2023 (06.00 p.m.) to 23-01-2023 (05.00 p.m.), failing which your admission will be cancelled.

- Intimation Letter (E-mail)
- Fee Receipt
- Transfer Certificate
- SSLC / equivalent for evidence of date of birth
- UG and PG Degree or Provisional Certificate
- UG and PG Statement of Marks or Grade sheets
- GATE / National level qualifying examination score card for Full Time – HTRA & Project and Part Time - On Campus candidates
- CSIR-JRF/UGC-JRF/DST-INSPIRE/Equivalent certificate for Full Time – Externally funded candidates
- Office order from Registrar for Full Time Ph.D. - Project and MS (by Research) - Project candidates
- Certificate of Category (GEN-EWS / OBC-NCL / SC / ST), if applicable, issued by the competent authority as per the prescribed format given in Annexure-1 (GEN-EWS / OBC-NCL certificate must have been issued on or after 01.04.2022)
- Certificate for Person with Disability (PwD) if applicable
- Aadhar Card or any govt recognized photo ID
- Relieving letter if applicable
- Medical fitness certificate
- Sponsorship Certificates for M.S/Ph.D. candidates if applicable
  - Part Time - External (industry): Forms - 1 & 2 and bio-data of external guide
  - Part Time - On campus: Form - 3
  - MS (by Research) - Sponsored: Sponsorship certificate

Link for MIS registration and uploading certificates: https://misreg.nitt.edu/STUDENTREG (Use Mozilla Firefox). Candidates are requested to follow the 'INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATES (MS/Ph.D.)' on the MIS portal. For any technical issues during registration, e-mail to travi@nitt.edu.

If any of the above documents are not currently available, the declaration given in Annexure-II should be uploaded.

For any clarification, contact phdadmission@nitt.edu / Phone No: 0431-2503911